The politics of clean air

What’s stopping the Legislature from solving the Utah air pollution problem?

Top reasons tech employees say they might want to leave Utah

- **Local B1**

U.S.: 2nd immigrant child dies in custody

Boy’s death is 2nd from Guatemala this month

- **By Nooraa Merchant**

 indexed

Survivors of tsunami still jittery as death toll hits 429

- **By Niken Karmini**

Ad

ADVANTAGES TO BUYING A HOME IN WINTER

EXPERTS SAY THE COLD MONTHS USUALLY BRING FEWER BUYERS AND MOTIVATED SELLERS

LOCAL B1

JAZZ FANS GET A NICE CHRISTMAS GIFT WITH WIN OVER PORTLAND

Jae Crowder helped UTAH earn a comfortable 117-94 victory over the Trail Blazers on Tuesday night

- **Sports B2**

SMOG COVERS SALT LAKE CITY DURING AN INVERSION. A 2017 survey showed air quality as the top reason tech employees might leave Utah.

- **By Erica Evans**

BLADE KING’ AND MANY MORE UTAHNS, ALONG WITH BON IVER BASED MUSICIAN ROBBIE CONNOLLY, RIGHT, HELPED TOP UTAH SUPERSTARS this year

- **Local B1**

GAINEY FAMILY C1

TSUNAMI A8
The Utah Division of Air Quality. Utahns, ranking above economic priorities such as education in 2015.

In order to prevent the state from losing control, it’s up to the community of believers to do.”

Doctors are calling for a greater public health decision in decades!

Air quality advocates like Walker doubts Utah would ever make it out of the House Rules Committee.

WhileLogoXcure’s active ingredient is 100% organic Aloe Vera, it's also 100% effective.

The active ingredient is a rare Aloe Vera component known as acomin.

Clinical studies show breakthrough acid reflux treatment also helps maintain vital health and helps protect users from the serious conditions that accompany aging such as fatigue and poor cardiovascular health.
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of removal from every three years to every six years, making it even harder to achieve goals in the future.

Edwards' bill failed, but the other bill passed. Our program would be a better way to reduce emissions because it would reduce the cost of air pollution for Utahns.

But it also means that we need to continue to work on our methods to reduce the cost of air pollution.

We need to focus on reducing the cost of air pollution and continue to work on our methods to reduce the cost of air pollution.

The budget states that the budget is a guide to the future.

The future is uncertain, but we can make decisions today that will shape the future.

In the past, a major barrier to cleaning up the air was the desire to reduce the cost of air pollution.

This year, with the governor's support, legislators will have to decide whether that money would be best used for air quality projects, or whether that might not be the case. Still, legislators will have to decide whether that money would be best used for air quality projects, or whether that might not be the case.
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What are our priorities?

In the past, a major barrier to cleaning up the air has been funding. Legislatures have struggled to balance air quality with other priorities, like education. But this year, with the governor's support, legislators will have to decide whether that money would be best used for air quality projects, or whether that might not be the case.
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